10 FEET ISO DECONTAMINATION
CONTAINER
Operational readiness
within 15 minutes

2

1 person deployment
2 people operation

COMMERCIAL DESCRIPTION
The UTILIS «Decontamination Cube» rapid deploy system
offers a new approach to achieving initial decontamination
capability. The compact system footprint ensures it can be kept
in readiness and allows deployment to operational readiness in
just 15 minutes by a single person. The system can be operated
using only two monitoring personnel.

Technical description
Container divided into 5 areas :

- Undressing area
- Shower area (2 able-bodied lines or 1 stretcher line)
- Drying / dressing area
- Technical / utilities area
- Accessories and consumables storage area

Passage from 2 lines to 1 line disabled in 5 minutes (without tool)
Mains network connection or full autonomy
Hygienic swing doors with vision windows
Flat, easy-clean surfaces throughout
Programmable automaton for individual management of each line
Stainless steel water recovery sump with resin duckboards
Fully insulated (floor included)
Hand shower with wall support
Stretcher guide rail
Two 3m3 bladder tanks with hoses
Two waste bin supports
Two evacuation ports for personal effects within undressing cubicle

OPERATION
An undressing area is located at the front of he container, with flexible separation and
outer walls deployed from the solid overhead panel. The decontamination cycle is activated
automatically when the user passes through the swing doors, with onward passage to the
rinse shower controlled by indicator lights.

HOT WATER PRODUCTION
In the standard version, the hot water is provided by an instantaneous water heater with connectivity to
existing electrical mains (57 kW).
AVAILABLE OPTIONS :
Fuel-fired water heater for autonomous operation
Connector and temperaure mixer for firect
connection to building hot water system
Portable warm air heater
Anti-intrusion security bar system

LOGISTICS
Outdoor storage with frost protection
Handling by slingin or fork passage
Handling with 2 people with wheel kit option
(usable only on horizontal and smooth floor)
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